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elderly people in Mexico. This
study examined the role of

social support in mental health
and well-being among geriatric
populations. Using the theory of
resilience, a structural equation
model was created to evaluate
how individual perception of
social support, negative and

positive social interactions (i.e.,
personal support and protective

support) contribute to self-
efficacy, resilience, and

emotional well-being in an
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elderly sample (N = 216) in
Mexico. The proposed model fit

indices were good, except for
the χ2 goodness of fit test,

which was significant. Results
indicated that social support was
positively associated with self-

efficacy, resilience, and
emotional well-being. In turn,

self-efficacy and resilience were
also positively associated with
emotional well-being. Finally,

positive social interactions were
positively associated with self-
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efficacy, resilience, and
emotional well-being.

Conversely, negative social
interactions were only

negatively associated with
resilience. The results suggest

that social support is a key
factor in the elderly population,

especially in those of low
income. Implications for

practice and further research are
discussed.Your Grace Your

Grace is a Christian title
sometimes used as a way of
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addressing a supremely
respected personage. It is

analogous to "Your Highness",
or "Your Lordship". It derives
from the biblical usage, "Your
Graciousness" (Psalms 95.7),

and was common in the British
Church of Ireland, but is rarely

used now. It was also used in the
Church of England and

Anglican Church in Canada. It
has not been a common title
outside the British Isles. As
such, Your Grace does not
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always carry a subservient
connotation. For instance, in the
United States, the term "King"

is usually used to
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featured ANSI C compiler for
PIC devices from Microchip.Q:

Display div if a table cell
contains text in PostgreSQL I
am building a report form in
PostgreSQL that has some

multipage reports. I'm trying to
figure out how to dynamically

display a modal if the user types
into the text field. So far I have:

Create or replace function
modal_request_overlay(text)

returns json AS $body$
DECLARE _text text;
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_rows_count int; BEGIN _text:=
text; _rows_count:=

count(_text); FOR _rows_count
IN 0.._rows_count LOOP

SELECT SQL_NO_CACHE pg
_temp.pg_temp_report_requests

_pkg_home_name(1,
_rows_count) INTO _text
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